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The oral mucosa can be affected by numerous local and systemic pathologies [1,2].

To date, most of the topical treatments for local oral disorders are usually based on formulations developed for dermatologic use;

consequently, a non-optimal patient compliance may be present because these formulations have a viscid consistency or a bad taste.
Moreover, saliva quickly removes the drug from the site of application, reducing its therapeutic efficacy [3-6].

For these reasons, the research of innovative drug delivery systems expressly developed for oral cavity is currently ongoing, with the

aim to overcome the above reported obstacles.

To solve the problem due to the saliva presence, various possibilities are currently under observation. In particular, it is possible to use

hydrogels, able to adhere to mucosa by hydrogen bonds, increasing the permanency of the drug in the oral cavity [7]. Moreover, the active
principle, could be administered entrapped inside nanoparticles (NPs) dispersed in the hydrogels [7]. NPs with muco-adhesive properties

have been tested to deliver bactericides directly in the oral cavity [8]; interesting results were obtained using NPs constituted by poly-

ethylenimine and dextran sulfate [9], these polymers are able to interact with oral mucosa thanks to ionic bonds formation between the
positive NPs and the negative mucosal surface.

This type of drug delivery system are very promising but many other studies are necessary, also to evaluate their cytotoxicity and

biocompatibility.

Surely, topical treatment of oral cancers is one of the most important challenges, especially for the side effects of many chemothera-

peutics. A critical aspect in the drug delivery is the need to deliver the active compounds directly into cancer cells at therapeutic concen-

trations. Many systems are currently under evaluation (i.e. liposomes, viral vectors, polymeric nanoparticles, dendrimers, polymersomes
etc. [10,11] and, probably, in the future more systems – based as nanoparticles - will be available for local drug delivery [12].
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